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SPIRITUAL POWER CODES – TOOLS FOR CREATING
BALANCE AND PREPARATION FOR ASCENSION
Robert E. Pettit, PhD - Emeritus Professor, Texas A&M University

A. Introduction:
The following brief description of “Spiritual (Subtle Energy Based) Power Codes” has been
prepared to assist those individuals interested in improving their health and shifting their consciousness
from the third State of Dimensional Consciousness (DMC) to the fourth-fifth states of DMC.
Robert Pettit discussed many spiritual tools within the two books: (1) “Physical Body Ascension
to the New Earth – Instruction Manual” and (2) “Wake Up For Ascension to a New Earth – Or Leave.”
Two examples of tools are discussed within the “Wake Up” book. (1) The Spiritual Power Code
“9-9-9 - 5-5-5” is discussed within Section VIII 11E (Page 311), Securing Adequate Nutrition. (2) The
Spiritual Power Code “10-3-5-5 – 4-8-4-2 – 1-9-6-7,” called the Available Energy Complex (AEC), is
discussed within Section VIII 11A (Page 305) under the title Obtaining Adequate Spiritual Energy.

B. Background Motivations for Information Provided
During early May 2011, Cathy Chapman received an “Energy Audit” from Dr. Pettit in which
260 “Thought Forms” were measured and recorded. The objective was help Cathy know what questions
to ask when responding to the injunction - “ye shall ask in order to receive.” By knowing where energy
imbalances occurred Cathy could ask for those energies to be balanced. One imbalance that needed
attention involved using a procedure to insure that the food and drink consumed was energetically
compatible with her bodies. A procedure was needed to clear undesirable toxins, microbes, then restore
and revitalize the vital life force within the food and liquid that Cathy was consuming.
This same challenge of cleaning and revitalizing the energy in consumed food and drink - came
up within the January 2012 channeling from Amma through Cathy Chapman. That channeling entitled
“Embracing Love Incarnate” was published in the January issue of the Sedona Journal, Pages 31-34. In
her comments, Amma referred to one technique used by Cathy to cleanse and revitalize her food and
drink. Quoting one paragraph from that channeling (on Pages 32-33), may help provide helpful
background information about one specific “Spiritual Power Code.”
“Blessings can be formed from any words. Use a formula or use your own. This one I speak
through uses an interesting power code 9-9-9 - 5-5-5, repeated nine times. She learned it from the
blessed Robert Pettit who walks upon this planet. When you play with the energy of the power code, it
changes the vibration of your food or drink. It works on the molecular level. So add the power code to
your blessings.”
Following this publication Cathy received a letter asking for help in understanding the Power
code 9-9-9 - 5-5-5. Three questions were listed: “How were the codes derived? What is their
significance? In addition, how does this relate to prayer?”
Then some comments were included in the inquiry. “I’ve been using the codes just by holding
my hands over my food. I can feel an activation of energy in my hands. In addition, I was sharing this
with a friend. She said that her hands activated as they do when she does Reiki, but stronger.”
Thereafter, Cathy requested that Dr. Pettit share additional information about power codes and
their use. He agreed, and has prepared this brief introduction on the subject of “Spiritual Power Codes.”
Dr. Pettit also would like greater understanding and makes a request that Amma channel additional
insights about HOW the Power Codes change the vibrations of treated food or drink.
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C. General Features of Specific “Numerical Spiritual Power Codes”
Everything within the Universe is in motion and derived from Light Energy that vibrates and/or
travels at a speed of 186,282 miles per second. All other sensed items are arranged according to lowered
frequencies of light. These lower frequency items can be described by a sequence of numerical numbers
that are based on the laws of metaphysics. All conscious societies in the many Universes utilize numerical
numbers to function. Just think how many numbers help carry out your daily activities.
All component parts of creation (thought forms) can be designated or described by a numerically
based sequence of numbers. Every “Thought Form” created within any language spoken within any
Universe (classified as physical, emotional, mental and spiritual) can be represented by one or more
sequence of specific numbers. Some powerful number sequences are called “Power Codes.”
Trillions of “Spiritual Power Codes” are housed within the 44th Dimensional Parallel Universe
(DPU) “Great Central Library” computer. Your High Self Spiritual Council (HSSC) can communicate
through Universal Consciousness to access these codes within the 44th DPU library computer.
To help anyone gain access to that DPU library, it would be advisable to obtain a “Walk In” from
your ninth density multidimensional Oversoul (Monad) residing within the ninth DMC. To comprehend
this requested upgrade, review Sections III, IV, VI and VII within the book “Wake Up For Ascension.”
To gain approval for a higher frequency “Walk In” you will need permission from your HSSC.
That approval will be forthcoming once you have shifted your DMC to the higher frequencies, proven
capable of Serving Others, understand the associated capabilities and responsibilities involved when you
receive a 9th DMC Oversoul “Walk In” Soul. That “Walk In” replaces your 7th DMC Oversoul unit.
Then to record your visit to the 44th DPU library you should use another Spiritual tool entitled
“Pendulum Dowsing.” This tool is discussed in the “Wake Up For Ascension” book in Section VIII
entitled “Perfecting Your Pendulum Dowsing (pages 333-335). You can use pendulum dowsing to verify
messages received from the 44th DPU Library, your HSSC, God/Goddess within, Extraterrestrial Helpers,
Ascended Masters, Arc Angles, etc... With Spiritual assistance, you can accomplish anything you desire
by channeling Spiritual energy. Remember your Spirit and Soul were created in the image of GOD, thus
you are a part of God. All Christ Consciousness centered communications can be verified for their
accuracy when your pendulum dowsing system has been proven 100 % accurate.

D. Procedures Used To Access and Use Any “Spiritual Power Code”
To recover one or more “Spiritually Based Power Codes” from the 44th DPU library derived from
Universal Consciousness follow these steps. (1) First, write out the thought form for which you wish to
receive a code. See examples listed below in section E. (2) Then ask how many “Spiritual Power Codes”
are available that represent the “Thought Form” under consideration and record that number. (3) Next,
while using pendulum dowsing, ask Spirit to access the 44th DPU library to reveal how many numbers are
required for each Code. (4) Record each number in sequence that makes up the newly recovered
“Spiritually Based Power Codes.” (5) Verify each number recorded. (6) Then test the received CODES
to make sure they are functionally efficient. To determine efficiency, set up experiments using pendulum
dowsing to measure the THOUGHT FORM before and after the use of those newly received “Spiritually
Based Power Codes.”
Then you are ready to place that Power Code in use. When using any “Spiritual Power Code”
repeat that code sequence aloud at least 9 times, for completion of required changes. NOTE:
Mentally thinking the code requires 18 repetitious thoughts of the code to equal 9 voiced repetitions.
Frequently check, using pendulum dowsing to determine if additional voicing’s of the “Codes”
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are required. When the before and after pendulum readings indicate additional voicing’s are needed ask
your HSSC how many repetitions are required and continue until satisfied.
A question frequently asked is - Would it be just as effective to use the spoken phrase, rather that
the “Spiritual Power Code” to accomplish the same required energetic changes?
The answer is a resounding NO! -- WHY?
A spoken word request is based on each individual’s interpretation of the meaning of words.
Voiced wordings are highly energetically variable, thus a very inefficient means of communication. Each
individual’s reality, emotional state, mental programming and previous brain washing distort voiced
communications. Telepathic communications avoid these pitfalls and convey understandings that are
more intellectually and spiritually complete. Speaking in words is an inefficient lower frequency 3rd DMC
communication procedure. Spiritual Power Codes convey understandings that are more complete.
Most humans on Earth (in 3rd third DMC) derive word definitions from limiting sources, e.g.
dictionaries, books, parents, teachers, and religious leaders. Most of these sources were prepared by
manipulators whose purpose was to program the mental bodies of the uninformed. These procedures were
designed to create human slaves to serve their masters. Up to severity percent of these slaves continue to
sleep - unaware of what is happening on Earth. It is time to “Wake Up or Leave Planet Earth.”

E. Examples of a Six “Spiritual Power Codes” – From Trillions Available.
1. THOUGHT FORM “Cleanse & Revitalize Food & Liquid Before or After Taken Into My Body”
Only one code is available. Contains six digests - - - - - - - (9-9-9 – 5-5-5)
9-9-9 equates to Energetic Completion – includes all three levels of the triune Godhead.
5-5-5 equates to the Unity (Oneness) Consciousness State e of Being - (Zero Point Energy).
Summation Analysis: 27 + 15 = 42 (4 + 2 = 6) The number 6 depicts harmonization.
NOTE: I can use this “Spiritual Power Code” to channel Spiritual energies through my hands.
2. THOUGHT FORM – “Spiritually Bless the Food and Liquid to Be Taken Into My Body.”
Only one power code is available. Contains six digests - - - - - - (4-4-4 – 7-7-7)
4-4-4 equates to a completed restructuring & revitalization process of food and liquids...
7-7-7 equates to an integration of the lower frequency bodies with my Spirit bodies.
Summation Analysis: 12 + 21 = 33 (3 + 3 = 6)
The Number 6 depicts a harmonization of Spiritual Energies bound within the code.
NOTE: Channel the above TWO Spiritual Code Energies through my hands to Food or Drink.
3. THOUGHT FORM - Prayer of Forgiveness and Thankfulness for any Event within My Life.
Three “Spiritual Power Codes” available (One illustrated with 7 digests) - - - - (1-4-4 – 0-7-1-0)
Summation Analysis: 1 + 4 + 4 = 9 0 + 7 + 1 + 0 = 9 (9 + 8 = 17) (1 + 7 = 8)
Number 8 equates to BALANCE IN LIVING (male-female, action-reaction, chaos-order, etc.)
NOTE: This Code is used for creating a Transition State from Imbalance to Balance.
4. THOUGHT FORM - Prayer of Request for Assistance from my Spiritual Helpers.
Three “Spiritual Power Codes” available (One illustrated) - - - - - - (1-2-4 - 0-4-1-0)
Summation analysis: 1 + 2 + 4 = 7 0 + 4 + 1 + 0 = 5 (7 + 5 = 12) (1 +2 = 3)
Number 3 equates to creativity thought energy exchanges via inspiration, belief and growth.
NOTE: This Power Code is used to Gain Spiritual Assistance in My Life Continually.
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5. THOUGHT FORM - Availability Energies Complex (AEC) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (10 - 3 - 5 – 5 – 4 – 8 – 4 – 2 – 1 – 9 – 6 – 7) - - - -Underlines = Memorization Pattern.
This “Spiritual Power Code” has the Capability of Drawing in Forty-two Healing Energies from
“SOURCE.” This AEC Power Code can be used to repair all component parts of creation.
Summation Analysis:
10+3+5+5 = 23 4+8+4+2 = 18 1+9+6+7= 23 (23 + 18 + 23 = 64) (6 + 4 = 10 then 1+ 0 = 1)
The Number 1 Summation code depicts those energy units that facilitates the creation of all
component parts of all Universes. The energy units encoded within Number 1 are derived from
many Universal Creators. Understand that these forty-two energies can be focused to any point
(area) or location within the many Universes for use in restoring the “Original Devine Plan.”
The Number 1 Summation energy unit can also be referred to as the energies within the
consciousness of the Creators. The Creators pull in and direct Cosmic (Devine) energies into the
lower dimensions to materialize etheric and/or physical holographic patterns and thus objects.
When using the AEC Spiritual Power Code (in Earth School) you optimize your Creative skills.
NOTE: This “Spiritual Power Code” Draws in Energies to facilitate all Spiritual Requests.
.6. THOUGHT FORM - To Remove, Clear, Transmute, Phase Shift or Shatter All Adverse
and Perverse Energies Accumulated Within My Bodies During the Past 24 Hours.
This “Spiritual Power Code” should clear poisons, toxins, toxic heavy metals, plastics,
atomic radiations, electromagnetic radiation, toxic food additives, adverse chemical in
genetically modified plants, chloride, fluoride and when requested poisonous drugs.
Three “Spiritual Power Codes” are available. (All three codes work together for one long
Spiritual Power Code” that contains twenty-seven numbers. All Three “Spiritual Power Codes”
Will Need to Be Repeated in Sequence with 9 verbalizations, a minimum requirement.
First - - - - - - 4 - 4 - 7 - 1 – 3 – 6 - 1 – 2 – 4
Summation Analysis = 1
Second - - - - -

1–1–7 - 1–2–4 - 1–1–7

Summation Analysis = 7

Third - - - - - -

1–1–0 - 1–4–7 - 2–2–0

Summation Analysis = 9

The Number 1 Summation represents the beginning process of bringing energy from
“Source” into my reality NOW. Upon arrival, those Spiritual energies are available
to clear all adverse and perverse energies accumulated during the past 24 hours.
The Number 7 Summation represents those energies accumulated from the external material,
and mental environment that are to be cleared from the internal world.
The Number 9 Summation represents letting go of every undesirable energy. A complete
release of all energies that are no longer helpful in facilitating activities on my time line and
interfere with my responsibilities on Earth. Failure to let go of adverse and perverse energies
results in stagnation, suffering and pain along any past, future and NOW part of my time line.
NOTE: Use These Three “Spiritual Power Codes’ Previous to Entering Every Sleep Period.
CAUTION: OBTAIN PERMISSION TO DIRECT POWER CODE ENERGIES TO HUMANS.
Follow Universal, Federal, & State Laws to avoid violating their chosen contract and/or lessons.
Anyone requesting help should first sign a “Legal Contract” before receiving energy adjustments.
Exceptions: The AEC Power Code and LOVE Power Codes (Not Outlined Herein) can be directed To
another Human without permission. Why? These Powerful Energies Can be Rejected.

